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Aggressive Recon

Aggressive Recon is a term typically used to describe a small team of trained and equipped specialists
within a chelti army specifically geared towards causing terror and destruction behind enemy lines,
seizing or destroying objects and rapidly disposing of ill-prepared enemies. While regular troops can fulfill
this role, these chelti are dedicated professionals.

Description

Aggressive Recon troops are typically known for their light equipment load-outs as they often seize what
equipment they need from fallen enemies before disposing of it and grabbing new equipment. They will
carry liberal amounts high-explosives and extensive sensor equipment with them into battle however.

A high degree of training and light weight makes these guys fast, even for chelti. This allows them to
stealthily and quickly take down isolated or unprepared enemies. These professionals are trained to think
quick, move quick, and kill quick. They tend to be heavy users of combat stims and often talk at a million
miles an hour with rapid trigger fingers. On the flip side, many often appear twitchy when idle.

Deployment

Typically deployed in small squads of four, these troops are rapidly moving specialists with a specific
mindset and a high degree of training. They are typically deployed by small transport aircraft for the fast
flight and deployment times as well as MAD Cannons for orbital deployments.
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Tactics

Primarily these troops will attempt to either insert or breakthrough behind enemy lines, forcing the
enemy to look behind them all the time or even fall back to defend vulnerable areas. At the same time
they will feed intel back to their commander and providing firing coordinates for supporting fire as well as
directly engaging when they have the advantage. These troops are aggressive to the point of being
considered reckless by many.
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